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Ch. 1: Welcome 
to Veszra 
History of Ece-Yvir 
At the conception of the world of Ece-Yvir, there were 
two halves that comprised it: the infinite skies and the 
boundless depths. Two entities presided over the 
world, each claiming dominion over one of the halves. 
Zaerthe'raph commanded the upper spheres, while 
Nihm'avithan roamed the deep, hidden from the light 
of the sun. These beings became known throughout 
history as the Primeval Ones. 
 
The Primeval Ones are considered the origin of all life 
on Ece-Yvir. After centuries spent shaping their 
domains, they agreed mutually to create beings to 
inhabit their world. These lifeforms were suited only 
to their place of origin. Thus, when natural curiosity 
caused creatures to amble into the opposing halves, 
those wanderers would almost certainly meet their 
ends. Typically, this was either due to being 
maladapted to the region’s natural conditions or 
falling to predators with a greater capacity to hunt in 
their natural habitats. 
 
When the Zaerthe'raph and the Nihm'avithan saw 
their creations straying from their homes, the two of 
them together brought into existence a neutral plane 
that acted as a buffer between their respective 
realms. There, survival was made possible by all living 
creatures to inhabit ancient Ece-Yvir. It was there, on 
the earth, that the beginnings of civilization came to 
be realized. As the millennia passed, beings from both 
realms traveled away from their respective places of 
origin, settled into new homes, and created new 
families. From them, new life forms were created and 
evolved into what are now the known races of the 
world. 
 
At the beginnings of society, the knowledge of the 
Primeval Ones was wide-spread and the existence of 
them was indisputable. They were worshipped, at first 
in many communities, together as one entity rather 

than two. Over time, this belief sectioned off into 
worship of the individuals alone or of both as equals. 
Though worship varied from place-to-place, most of 
the ancient religions would pay tribute in some form 
to the creators. 
 
With the expansion of mankind and evolution of life, 
came the development of magic as well as its 
influence upon the known world. Beings of the earth 
who commanded significant control over the 
Coz'tellaris emerged and came to be considered deific 
as well; albeit on a lesser scale than the Primeval 
Ones. New religions formed out of worship of these 
new entities, and they were collectively known as the 
Pantheon of the Natural World, having come into their 
own without the intervention of the Primeval Ones. 
 
The new gods of the natural world, much like the ones 
that came before them, knew no borders and often 
encroached on what others considered their domain. 
Years of tension, envy, and spite escalated into full-
blown wars between the gods for ownership of the 
world. Often, these conflicts would also include 
devout worshippers who fought in the name of their 
patron deity or deities. 

The Stellaris 
The source of raw magic was once known as the 
“Coz’tellaris”; a term also used to refer to the space 
between heavenly bodies and the origin of meteors. In 
the modern age, it has been simplified to “Stellaris”. 
 
It is widely believed that the Stellaris is composed of 
celestial bodies, which all innately hold strong 
connections to the magical powers of the Universe. As 
a result, the world of Ece-Yvir, from its inception, has 
known magic in the form of sunlight. Places that the 
sun did not touch were disconnected from the 
Universe’s magic until the first meteorite collided with 
the planet. 
 
At the time of its crash, the meteorite had created a 
crater that spanned about 342 kilometers in diameter. 
Those in proximity of the crash site or those who 
came into contact with the meteorite-- which was 
then named the “Orologe” --in the following days 
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were granted the unique ability to channel the powers 
that radiated off of it. 
 
It was later discovered that, in addition to initially 
providing living creatures who came into contact with 
it with an innate connection to the stars, the area near 
the crash site had begun to transform. The 
surrounding woods had become overgrown with lush 
greenery and the roots of those plants extended far 
beneath the surface, integrating magic with the earth 
itself. Meanwhile, the radiation of magic coming off of 
the Orologe and its crater was so powerful that it 
eventually reached the remainder of Ece-Yvir that was 
not yet touched. It strengthened the places already 
touched by the light and finally introduced the 
Stellaris to the depths. 

Orolid’s Day 

The first meteorites to fall to Ece-Yvir was the first of 
many as some time following the first impact, a 
meteor shower rained down upon the world. This 
phenomenon caused an enormous boom of the 
arcane. Every year, on the same day, a meteor shower 
on a scale larger than any to occur throughout the 
year normally occurs. 
 
As the magic of Veszra comes primarily from these 
falling stars, the day in which this meteor shower 
occurs marks the beginning of the summer and the 
replenishing of previously depleted magic in the 
world. This day is known as “Orolid’s Day”. 

Calendar and the 
Passage of Time 
When recording the history of Veszra, there are two 
distinct ages that are denoted by abbreviations of 
phrases relevant to the times. The age before the 
Orologe landed on Ece-Yvir and brought magic to the 
world is referred to as the “Dark Age” (D.A.), while 
after the fact, years are referred to as “Golden Age” 
(G.A.). 
 
The calendar was created around 300 D.A., though the 
names of the months and days were not established 
until long after the Orologe arrived on Ece-Yvir. Each 

Veszran year has a total of 364 days, spanning 8-day 
long weeks, 12 months, and four seasons. The eight 
days of the week are Fortuzen, Yazen, Teczen, 
Kytezen, Marizen, Henzen, Pelezen, and Solzen. Each 
day is 24 hours long. 
 

Month Days Seasons 

Orol 28 Summer 

Hollett 30 

Isyard 28 

Osvah 32 Autumn 

Rizema 32 

Odemn 32 

Listal 32 Winter 

Gride 32 

Nohra 32 

Cronyte 28 Spring 

Xhiltan 30 

Highver 28 
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Ch. 4: Player 
Options 
Dragonborn Subraces 

Aquatic Dragonborn 

It is widely theorized that dragonborn who are 
adapted to the waters are descended from 
Nihm'avithan itself. The aquatic dragonborn of Veszra 
are proud, resilient creatures, each born with fins and 
gills, and a natural affinity for withstanding the harsh 
conditions of the deep. These dragonborn are native 
to the Material Plane, though many can be found on 
the Elemental Plane of Water, having settled there 
some centuries ago. 
 
Ability Score Increase. Your Constitution score 
increases by 2, and one other ability score of your 
choice increases by 1. 
 
Strong Swimmer. You have a swimming speed of 30 
feet, and you can breathe air and water. 
 
Extra Language. You can speak, read, and write 
Aquan. 

Deep Dragonborn (Autharur) 

Subterranean dragonborn, also known as autharar, 
are descended from surface dragonborn who 
migrated to the Underdark seeking wealth. These 
dragonborn have adapted to their surroundings 
throughout generations, developing a sense of 
darkvision greater than some of the surface-dwelling 
folk with the innate ability to see in the dark 
themselves. The autharur of Veszra often are found in 
nomadic communities, traveling and looking out for 
one another as family in spite of any blood relations. 
They are a fiercely loyal and brave people. 
 
Ability Score Increase. Your Strength score increases 
by 2, and one other ability score of your choice 
increases by 1. 

 
Superior Darkvision. Your darkvision has a radius of 
120 feet. 
 
Sunlight Sensitivity. You have disadvantage on attack 
rolls and on Wisdom (Perception) checks that rely on 
sight when you, the target of your attack, or whatever 
you are trying to perceive is in direct sunlight. 
 
Extra Language. You can speak, read, and write 
Undercommon. 

Seraph Dragonborn 

Most Seraph dragonborn tend towards attitudes akin 
to that of pixies and sprites, chaotic and flighty in their 
ways. The Seraph dragonborn mainly inhabit the 
Elemental Plane of Air, though societies exist on the 
Material Plane, typically in the upper spheres in 
mountainous regions or even alongside cloud giants in 
their flying castles. These dragonborn are also capable 
of flight, though not all of the Seraphs needed wings 
to fly. 
 
Ability Score Increase. Your Charisma score increases 
by 2, and one other ability score of your choice 
increases by 1. 
 
Flight Variant. You have a flying speed of 30 feet 
while you aren’t wearing heavy armor. This trait 

https://www.dndbeyond.com/sources/basic-rules/using-ability-scores#Perception
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replaces the breath weapon gained from the Draconic 
Ancestry trait. 
 
Extra Language. You can speak, read, and write 
Auran. 

Shifter Subraces 

Shadestalk 

Shadestalk shifters tend to be solitary explorers. They 
have little interest in hunting for sport, only doing 
what is needed of them when absolutely necessary. 
These shifters take on attributes of typical 
subterranean or cave-dwelling beasts such as moles, 
bats, some reptiles, or even bears. 
 
Ability Score Increase. Your Dexterity score increases 
by 2, and one other ability score of your choice 
increases by 1. 
 
Superior Darkvision. Your darkvision has a radius of 
120 feet. 
 
Sunlight Sensitivity. You have disadvantage on attack 
rolls and on Wisdom (Perception) checks that rely on 
sight when you, the target of your attack, or whatever 
you are trying to perceive is in direct sunlight. 
 
Predator. You have proficiency in the Stealth skill. 
 
Shifting Feature. When you activate your shifting 
transformation, you may choose to either gain a 
burrowing speed of 15 feet or a climbing speed of 15 
feet. Additionally, creatures have disadvantage on 
Wisdom (Perception) checks made to perceive you as 
long as you are in dim light or darkness. 
 
Languages. You can speak, read, and write Common 
and Undercommon. 

Sharpeye 

Sharpeye shifters are known to be exceptional 
markspeople. They live in mountainous or otherwise 
elevated homes, watching the world below them with 
piqued interest. For the most part, sharpeye societies 

have little interest in the heavens. These shifters 
primarily take on the traits of birds or other beasts 
who are innately capable of flight, however others 
may take on the appearance of gliding mammalian 
species as well. 
 
Ability Score Increase. Your Wisdom score increases 
by 2, and one other ability score of your choice 
increases by 1. 
 
Keen. You have proficiency in the Perception skill. 
 
Shifting Feature. While shifted, you have advantage 
on Wisdom (Perception) checks as long as you are not 
incapacitated. Additionally, you have a flying speed of 
30 feet. 
 
Languages. You can speak, read, and write Common 
and Auran. 

Wavecaller 

Many societies of wavecaller shifters are known to be 
attuned to the depths, despite never being able to 
reach far into them. They boast keen minds, an 
affinity for knowledge in many forms, and even an 
innate capacity for hydrokinesis. These shifters take 
on the attributes of sea-dwelling mammals such as 
whales and sea lions, however some are known to 
take after types of fish as well. 
 
Ability Score Increase. Your Intelligence score 
increases by 1, and one other ability score of your 
choice increases by 2. 
 

https://www.dndbeyond.com/sources/basic-rules/using-ability-scores#Perception
https://www.dndbeyond.com/sources/basic-rules/using-ability-scores#Stealth
https://www.dndbeyond.com/sources/basic-rules/using-ability-scores#Perception
https://www.dndbeyond.com/sources/basic-rules/using-ability-scores#Perception
https://www.dndbeyond.com/sources/basic-rules/using-ability-scores#Perception
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Spiritual. You have proficiency in the Religion skill. 
 
Waterborne. You have a swimming speed of 30 feet, 
and you can hold your breath for 15 minutes. 
 
Shifting Feature. While shifted, you manifest gills 
which allow you to breathe indefinitely underwater 
for the duration of your transformation. Additionally, 
your jump distance increases by 10 feet. When you 
leap into a space adjacent to a hostile creature, you 
may use your bonus action to make a special unarmed 
strike that deals bludgeoning damage equal to 1d6 + 
your Strength modifier. 
 
Languages. You can speak, read, and write Common 
and Aquan.  

Tiefling Subraces 

Aquatic Tiefling 

The aquatic tieflings of Ece-Yvir are typically 
descendants of oceanic beings touched by the Depths. 
These tieflings are resilient creatures adapted to the 
farthest reaches of the deep and seldom making their 
way to the water’s surface for any reason. Many carry 
an innate affinity for illusory magic and are excellent 
at disengaging from unwanted situations they may 
find themselves in. 
 
Ability Score Increase. Your Constitution score 
increases by 1, and one other ability score of your 
choice increases by 2. 
 
Abyssal Resistance. You have resistance to cold 
damage. This trait replaces the Hellish Resistance trait 
in the Player’s Handbook. 
 
Scion of the Depths. You have a swimming speed of 
30 feet, and you can breathe air and water. 
 
Legacy of the Seas. At 1st level, choose one of the 
following cantrips: ray of frost, shape water, or 
thunderclap. When you reach 3rd level, choose one 
spell from the following, of which you can cast as a 
2nd-level spell: fog cloud, frost fingers, or sanctuary. 
Finally, when you reach 5th level, choose one spell 

from the following: create or destroy water, mirror 
image, or misty step. You can cast each spell once 
with this trait and regain the ability to do so when you 
finish a long rest. Constitution is your spellcasting 
ability for these spells. This trait replaces the Infernal 
Legacy trait. 
 
Languages. You can speak, read, and write Common 
and Aquan. This trait replaces the standard Languages 
trait in the Player’s Handbook for tieflings. 

Deep Tiefling (Leihion) 

Subterranean tieflings, also known as leihion, are 
often demonic in their physical characteristics. They 
are usually found in small gatherings of families or 
wandering in isolation. The leihion of Veszra are 
attuned to the magics of the earth, able to alter or 
otherwise use natural formations to their advantage 
in many facets of their lives. These tieflings often bear 
spikes of either bone or even crystal across their 
bodies, dark skin, and forked tails. 
 
Ability Score Increase. Your Intelligence score 
increases by 1, and one other ability score of your 
choice increases by 2. 
 
Superior Darkvision. Your darkvision has a radius of 
120 feet. 
 
Sunlight Sensitivity. You have disadvantage on attack 
rolls and on Wisdom (Perception) checks that rely on 
sight when you, the target of your attack, or whatever 
you are trying to perceive is in direct sunlight. 
 
Heart of the Abyss. At 1st level, choose one of the 
following cantrips: dancing lights, magic stone, or 
mold earth. When you reach 3rd level, choose one 
spell from the following, of which you can cast as a 
2nd-level spell: distort value (targeting only 
gemstones and precious metals), earth tremor, or 
silent image. Finally, when you reach 5th level, choose 
one spell from the following: darkness, shadow blade, 
or spider climb. You can cast each spell once with this 
trait and regain the ability to do so when you finish a 
long rest. Intelligence is your spellcasting ability for 

https://www.dndbeyond.com/sources/basic-rules/using-ability-scores#Religion
https://www.dndbeyond.com/sources/phb
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https://www.dndbeyond.com/spells/sanctuary
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https://www.dndbeyond.com/spells/spider-climb
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these spells. This trait replaces the Infernal Legacy 
trait. 
 
Languages. You can speak, read, and write Common, 
Undercommon, and Abyssal. This trait replaces the 
standard Languages trait in the Player’s Handbook. 

Seraph Tiefling 

Thought to be blessed by Zaerthe itself, the seraph 
tieflings roam the skies of Veszra, generally spreading 
cheer and mischief in their wake. Many of these 
tieflings are feathered with brightly coloured eyes. 
Those who are particularly in-tune with their celestial 
blood may carry golden, rune-like markings across 
their bodies. 
 
Ability Score Increase. Your Charisma score increases 
by 1, and one other ability score of your choice 
increases by 2. 
 
Thunderous Resistance. You have resistance to 
thunder damage. This trait replaces the Hellish 
Resistance trait in the Player’s Handbook.. 
 
Legacy of the Skies. At 1st level, choose one of the 
following cantrips: gust, lightning lure, thaumaturgy. 
When you reach 3rd level, choose one spell from the 
following, of which you can cast as a 2nd-level spell: 
feather fall, thunderwave, or zephyr strike. Finally, 
when you reach 5th level, choose one spell from the 
following: invisibility, levitate, warding wind. You can 
cast each spell once with this trait and regain the 
ability to do so when you finish a long rest. Charisma is 
your spellcasting ability for these spells. This trait 
replaces the Infernal Legacy trait. 
 
Flight Variant. You have a flying speed of 30 feet 
while you aren’t wearing heavy armor. You may 
choose to have this trait replace the Legacy of the 
Skies trait. 
 
Languages. You can speak, read, and write Common 
and either Auran or Celestial. This trait replaces the 
standard Languages trait in the Player’s Handbook.  

Woodland Tiefling 

The woodland tieflings are descended from those 
touched by the beast gods of Veszra. Often, they bear 
horns resembling beasts and they are adept to 
blending into their natural surroundings. These 
tieflings live off of the land, typically in small 
communities, though many carry an intense curiosity 
that leads them to explore away from the place that 
they originated from. 
 
Ability Score Increase. Your Wisdom score increases 
by 1, and one other ability score of your choice 
increases by 2. 
 
Heart of the Grove. At 1st level, choose one of the 
following cantrips: druidcraft, primal savagery, or 
thorn whip. When you reach 3rd level, choose one 
spell from the following, of which you can cast as a 
2nd-level spell: animal friendship, entangle, or 
longstrider. Finally, when you reach 5th level, choose 
one spell from the following: barkskin, earthbind, or 
pass without trace. You can cast each spell once with 
this trait and regain the ability to do so when you 
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finish a long rest. Wisdom is your spellcasting ability 
for these spells. This trait replaces the Infernal Legacy 
trait. 
 
Fleet Footed. Ability checks made to track you have 
disadvantage, and you can move across difficult 
terrain made of nonmagical plants and undergrowth 
without expending extra movement. This trait 
replaces the Chameleon trait. 
 
Chameleon. You have the ability to magically alter the 
colour of your skin. You have advantage on Dexterity 
(Stealth) checks even when you are attempting to 
hide in foliage, heavy rain, falling snow, mist, and 
other natural phenomena that lightly obscure you. 
This trait replaces the Fleet Footed trait. 
 
Languages. You can speak, read, and write Common 
and Sylvan. This trait replaces the standard Languages 
trait in the Player’s Handbook. 

https://www.dndbeyond.com/sources/basic-rules/using-ability-scores#Stealth
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